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Synthesis and characterization of françoisite-(Nd): Nd[(UO2)3O(OH)(PO4)2]·6H2O
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Abstract
In this report, synthesis and characterization data for françoisite-(Nd), Nd[(UO 2)3O(OH)
(PO4)2]·6H2O are presented. Experimental studies including chemical digestion, thermogravimetric
analysis (TG), attenuated total reflection infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR), Raman spectroscopy, and
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) were conducted. The local bonding environments of uranyl and
water were investigated with ATR-IR and Raman spectroscopy. The average axial uranium-oxygen
bond lengths [R(U=O)] and the oxygen-oxygen hydrogen bond distances [R(O⋅⋅⋅O)] in water were
calculated from the vibrational frequencies of the stretching modes of uranyl and water, respectively.
The IR spectra of protiated and deuterated françoisite-(Nd) appear to confirm a coordinated hydroxyl
group bridging vicinal uranyl groups in the structural unit. These studies provide the basis for further
thermodynamic (e.g., calorimetry, solubility, and sorption) and geochemical modeling investigations
of hydrated uranyl phosphate compounds.
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Introduction
Uranium primarily occurs in the hexavalent oxidation state as
the dioxo uranyl ion (UO2+
2 ) in oxidizing environments. Uranyl
compounds have been introduced into the biosphere primarily as
the result of spent nuclear fuel (SNF) corrosion (Kim et al. 1999),
leakage of underground storage tanks (Womack and Larkin 1971)
and the extraction and purification of uranium ores for weapons
production (Buck et al. 1996). Among these uranyl solids, the
oxides, silicates, and phosphates are the most stable and thus are
expected to comprise the most important sinks for uranium in
oxidizing waste disposal environments. Consequently, solubility
studies of common uranyl compounds such as uranyl phosphates
(Vesely et al. 1965; Markovic and Pavkovic 1983; Felmy et al.
2005; Rai et al. 2005; Armstrong et al. 2010), silicates (Nguyen
et al. 1992; Ilton et al. 2006; Gorman-Lewis et al. 2007), oxyhydroxides (Rai et al. 2002; Giammar and Hering 2002), and
carbonates (Meinrath and Kimura 1993; Elless and Lee 1998)
have been conducted.
Phosphates readily sequester aqueous metal ions and may
serve as effective uranium remediation amendments both as
solids, in various forms of synthetic (Wright and Conca 2002)
and natural apatite, e.g., fish bone (Giammar et al. 2008), and
initially in the solution phase, e.g., polyphosphates (Wellman et
al. 2006). However, to predict the environmental fate of actinide
phosphates over a geological timescale, it is necessary to elucidate
the structure and stability of solid phases that result from these
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phosphate-induced metal stabilization strategies. This is the main
focus of this present study, discussed in more detail below.
Origin and crystal structure of françoisite-(Nd)
Although the françoisite mineral is known to contain several
rare earth metal ions including Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, and Dy,
many of these represent trace constituents as only the neodymium- [françoisite-(Nd)] and cerium- [françoisite-(Ce)] rich
phases are known (Janeczek and Ewing 1996; Piret et al. 1998).
This mineral is found in the Congo Basin of Africa, originating
from the Kamoto-East Cu-Co mine in the Shaba province of the
Democratic Republic of Congo (Piret et al. 1988) and, perhaps
more famously, from the Bangombé natural fission reactors in
Gabon (Janeczek and Ewing 1996).
The crystal structure of françoisite-(Nd) has been determined
by Piret et al. (1988). It is monoclinic (space group P21/c) and
consists of platy crystals {010} elongated along [001]. Françoisite-(Nd) is a sheet structure with a phosphuranylite anion
topology (Burns 2005), comprising two-dimensional sheets of
[(UO2)3O(OH)(PO4)2]n−3n stitched together mainly by oxygen
bridging with tri-capped Nd prisms located in the interlayer
but also by hydrogen bonding between oxygen moieties in
the structural unit and interstitial H2O. The crystal structure of
françoisite-(Nd) contains both five- and six-coordinated uranyl
ions. These respective pentagonal and hexagonal bipyramids
are bonded directly, sharing equatorial oxygen edges, forming
one-dimensional chains linked laterally by phosphate groups
coordinated to both the uranyl hexagons and pentagons via
oxygen edge and vertex sharing, respectively, thereby resulting
in the apparent sheet structure.

